Communication – Paletto

®

Activities that are challenging are also educational!
Paletto is a versatile educational aid for communication, learning,
development and play. It was developed from the perspective of a child
and can therefore follow its users’ development and be used for a long
time. Paletto is flexible and easy to use. It stimulates play and motivates
the user to practice cognitive and motor skills, as well as communication.
Paletto can be used to practice; active listening, ability of forming
associations, memory, pronunciation, conceptual- and verbal
understanding etc.
Paletto’s soft form and the different colored keys attract the user’s
curiosity and interest.
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Communication – Paletto
Communication
Paletto is perfect for practicing active listening, ability of forming
associations, memory, pronunciation, as well as conceptual- and verbal
understanding. The Paletto stimulates communication. Paletto’s exciting
and familiar sounds, words, melodies or stories attracts and creates
enthusiasm. Its large selection of sounds lets Paletto grow with its users.
Paletto’s varied sounds, from human sounds or everyday indoor sounds to
sounds from nature or music makes Paletto to an aid that can be used
individually or in groups for a long time.
Paletto has incredibly good sound reproduction, for both speech and
music.

Educational
Paletto sparks curiosity and pleasure, which are two prerequisites for
learning. We all know how important playing is for our children to learn.
Paletto is a perfect tool for this. The child’s own fantasy and curiosity are
enticed by the play. Many require clarity and structure in their every day life
and, with Paletto, you may give spoken instructions in a logical order. A
spoken overview of the events of the day is a useful exercise for training
the memory and ability to generalize.
Interpreting sounds and communicating with other people boosts the selfesteem. Paletto makes it fun to practise pronunciation.
The replaceable memory cards make Paletto the perfect aid for teaching
and learning.

Joy
Paletto has pre-recorded and enticing sounds that let the user listen,
fantasize, associate and explain. Paletto can be used to record own sounds
such as words, stories and songs etc. Sound can also be recorded on
Paletto directly through an external source, such as a CD player or
computer.
Paletto provides quality of life and joy!

Cause and Effect
Paletto is an excellent aid for teaching cause and effect, turn-taking,
pronunciation, motor skills etc. For some, this may be the first step to
understanding the term “cause and effect”. Press a key and hear a voice
or a sound.

User-friendly
Paletto’s technology is advanced, but very easy to use.
Paletto’s shape and colors attract users.
Sound is activated with one easy press on any of the colored keys.
LED’s above each key show which key is activated. Only one button can be
activated at a time.
A pre-recorded voice alerts the user if he or she does something wrong.
The pre-recorded sounds cannot be deleted by mistake.

Paletto has a lot of users and a lot of
different applications!
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Listen, Interpret and Understand
Communicate and Interact
Practice Pronunciation and Making Yourself Understood
Record Rhymes, Jingles and Short stories
Understand the Connection between Sound and Picture
Co-ordinate Movements and Sensory Impressions such as
Eye-Ear-Hand
Act and React
Practice Memory and form Associations
Understand Cause and Effect
Learn through Repeated Listening
Understand Non-verbal Communication
komikapp.se
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”

"When I use the Paletto in my communication and speech teaching here at
school, the Paletto is my tool for creating communication.
“I don’t draw conclusions from the diagnosis, I draw them from the person
and who they are and, through that, I try to find their level".
"The most important thing with the Paletto is that it helps stimulate
participation and that the person working with me feel like he/she is
involved”.
“An 8 year old boy with multiple disabilities when in standing frame is always
on his toes - until the Paletto is in front of him – after 30 min plus, he is flat
footed”.
“Despite speech difficulties, our son is now communicating the group of
sounds he wants.
You hear "goooooooooop, fffrr " etc. and he knows what button he wants
to hear and on questioning can go to specific sounds”.
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Product Fact
Made of strong, recyclable plastic that is easy to keep clean.
Paletto’s technology is advanced, but very simple to use.
High and unique sound quality.
LED’s give visual feedback when any of the easily maneuvered and colored
Paletto keys are activated.
A clear control panel on the back of Paletto.
A pre-recorded voice guides in choosing programs and settings.
Output for connection to external speakers.
Input for microphone and other sound equipment.
Microphone included.
Scanning possible through an external maneuver switch.
Paletto is running by a regular electric power supply.
The colorful Paletto keys are magnetic, which allows the possibility to
combine the sounds with pictures, photos, symbols etc. Hearing a sound and
combining it with a picture can strengthen the experience and develop
understanding and memory.
Eight white magnet plates that can easily be attached to personal pictures are
included. Additional magnet plates can be bought separately. See accessories.
Measurement: 53x35x7 cm.
Weight: 1.7 kg

Paletto comes in two different models

Paletto Plus

Art.No.: 100090

8 sound groups with pre-recorded sound (8 sounds in each group = 64
sounds)
8 sound groups for own recordings (= 64 recordings).
Sound group 16 is pre programmed to control other interactive
products within the Paletto family via its IR function (bubble tubes,
light boards and ball pools).
Paletto Plus can control other electrical devices through a relay contact.
Paletto Plus can be used as a remote control for external devices such
as CD players and TV's. Paletto’s keys can be coded to perform
functions such as changing the channel. This function only applies for
devices that are RC5 coded.

Paletto Wall Model

Art.No.: 100193

A wonderful wall-board with a soft, attractive design and 8 rectangular
wooden contacts in the Paletto colors. It’s a perfect product for a sensory
stimulation room, corridor, waiting room or similar. The children can
practice interaction, taking turns and train standing etc.
The Paletto Plus keyboard on the wall board can easily be removed from
the wall mount and used as a normal table model. It's like two products in
one.
Dimension: 122x86 cm. Weight: 16 kg
komikapp.se
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Paletto Family Members
When Paletto Plus is in position “sound group 16”, it can remotely control sensory stimulated equipment
within the Paletto family, which offers an extraordinarily effective and wonderful sensory stimulation and
lifts the concept “cause and effect” to a totally different level.
The family members can also be used/controlled without Paletto, either with a remote control,
microphone or control switches/contacts.

Paletto Interactive Ball Pool
Imagine bathing, tumbling around or just relaxing in a pool where you can choose the color of
the light. The ball pool lets you experience deep relaxation and enables you to understand the
limits of your body.
The pool is filled with transparent balls through which the secure LED-light on the floor is
projected. The light in the Ball Pool can be changed to any of Paletto's key colors.
With a Paletto Plus device in the pool, any of the colored keys can be pressed to change the
color of the balls. Furthermore, if the name of the color has been recorded under each
respective key, the experience can be enhanced and give both an auditory and visual
feedback.

Available
in 15 colours.
Contact us for
customized dimensions
or other colours.

Accessories

The pool walls are made of foam covered in flame resistant PVC and are easily assembled by strong Velcro
fastenings. The floor has secured LED-lamps, mounted under strong acrylic plastic.
Remote control, microphone and 3 Komikapp contacts/switches included. Standard dimension: 200 x 200 x 60 cm
(outer dimension).
Options: You can buy Interactive ballpool complete with all components included or
– Exclude the balls
– Only lightfloor
Paletto Interactive Ballpool, Blue, incl. 3500 transparent balls Ø 75 mm
Paletto Interactive Ballpool, White, incl. 3500 transparent balls Ø 75 mm
Interactive Ballpool excl. balls
Interactive lightfloor excl. balls and foamsides
Ballpool 200x200x60 cm outside size with 2 cm floormattress

Extra Magnet Plates
Additional Soundcards
Sounds cards with different themes. All
have 64 carefully selected pre-recorded
sounds. Just as the standard sound card
that comes with Paletto does, each sound
card includes empty sound groups for own
recordings. For further inspiration and
training of understanding skills, memory,
fantasy and associations, the sound cards
are more detailed than the standard card.
Perception and recognition of the sounds
vary and are individually understood. The
large selection of sounds makes it easy to
find something for everyone; every person
will find their own favorite card.
Eight (8) different sound cards:
Art.no.:
100079 Human sounds I
100080 Human sounds II
100081 Comedy Music
100082 Music
100083 Sounds at home
100084 Animals & Nature
100085 City & Traffic
100086 Leisure & Pleasure
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Enables the use of pictures for communication
(you can choose what to attach to the plates:
pictures, tactile material, symbols etc.).
Magnet plates provides for visual and/or
tactile reinforcement to the choice of key.
Set of 48 white, round magnet plates
Art.no.: 100208
Set of 16 white, round magnet plates and 16 Velcro rolls for easy
attachment of pictures
Art.no.: 100247

Art.no.:
Art.no.:
Art.no.:
Art.no.:
Art.no.:

100001
100002
100363
100362
500904

Paletto Bag
A soft bag designed for the
Paletto Plus and Paletto Base
keyboard, made of durable
material. Compartments for
microphone, power adapter,
extra sound cards and manual.
The bag protects Paletto and is
perfect when travelling with
Paletto or for teachers, speech therapists etc. moving
from one lesson to another. A shoulder strap is included.
Art.no.: 502930

Komikapp Contacts
For users whose motor skills are limited or have difficulty in coordinating
his or her movements. Very little physical strength is required to activate
the wooden Komikapp contact. The contact/switch can be used for
Paletto’s scanning function.
Our contacts have a special feeling that plastic and metal contacts don’t
have. They give auditory feedback in the form of a little click sound.
Blue Art.no.: 500914
Green Art.no.: 500915
Red
Art.no.: 501295

Wall Board
If you have a Paletto Plus and add this wall board with its
8 mounted switches in the Paletto colors you create a
wonderful activity board for a corridor, waiting room etc.
The Paletto device can easily be removed for table use.
Art.no.: 100191

